COMPACTDUAL

ALL-IN-ONE
ORBITAL- & TIG HAND WELDING MACHINE
CompactDual
All-in-one orbital- & TIG hand welding machine

The CompactDual is the most reasonably priced and most innovative all-in-one orbital welding and tig hand welding machine of the world. The multivoltage power supply enables a worldwide operation. It is the ideal companion for metalworking, breweries, dairies or pipe fitters.

FEATURES //

• high quality TIG hand and orbital welding machine with a power output of 220 ADC
• easily usable color display for E & TIG
• 64 hand weld programs storable
• 99 orbital welding programs with a guided program creation (automatic program calculation)
• 15 kg
• 1 x 230/115 V plus/minus 15 %
• updatable
• high frequency pulsing for TIG hand and orbital welding (2500 Hz)
• temperature controlled ventilation

SCOPE OF DELIVERY OF THE BASIC-SET //

• open weld heads OWH 76 and OWH 114
• TIG torch - gas cooled 5 m
• remote control RCplus+
• gas hose
• ground cable

ADDITIONALLY ACQUIRABLE ACCESSORIES //

• mounting trolley (4 wheels)
• water cooler
• rolling system / turn tables
• AVC-OSC
• cold wire feeder
• hand torch
• bluetooth printer
• oxygen analyzer
• many different open and closed weld heads (also from competitors)